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Dining hall
manager
wants to
hear from
students
By Tyler Killette
Cr ow ’s Nest Co r r espo ndent
Sodexo General Manager Louis
Duran is implementing new ways
for students to leave feedback and
have their grievances addressed
following complaints that food at
the Reef lacks variety and taste, and
even causes illness.
In order to obtain feedback more
eff ctively, Duran organized the
Food Service Committee, made up
of students. Members of the committee serve as ambassadors for the
Reef, talking to their peers about
the quality of its food and service
and relaying the information back
to management, Duran said.
Despite the number of complaints circulating behind his back
and on the student body’s unofficial Facebook group, Duran said
he almost always receives positive
responses when walking around
the Reef asking students for their
opinions. He said he received only
three or four direct complaints, one
of them from a lactose-intolerant
student who suffe ed from stomach
issues after eating an item containing cream.
The Reef displays key ingredients and nutrition facts on menus
next to each food item. Ingredients
students are commonly allergic to,
such as milk, egg, soy, wheat and
gluten, are always listed, Duran
said.
The Reef even makes customized, gluten-free meals for six students with celiac disease. When
these students come in to eat, they
receive food cooked completely
separate from the rest to ensure it
is not contaminated, Duran said.
There is no official program for students requiring gluten-free meals
at the moment but Duran said he is
entertaining the idea.

See REEF pg. 3

Local prof. brings science to the supernatural
By Ryan Ballogg
St af f Wr it er
Where the grasp of traditional science reaches its end, there is a void
of knowledge that cannot be illuminated in any certain terms by
human inquiry. This space for the
unexplainable has been designated
as the paranormal. It encompasses
a wide array of topics, including
extraterrestrials, cryptids, psychic
activity and ghosts. Brandy Stark, a
USF alumna and current professor
at St. Petersburg College, has been
taken with the subject from a very
early age.
“I started to read about the paranormal when I w as 11 years old,”
Stark said. “I read about Uri Geller,
a spoon bender, and found him
fascinating. From there, my interest branched into ESP and cryptozoology. Both of these tied into
ghosts (as the paranormal was tied
together at that time into a s ingle
lump category). I s tudied them
from then on, though I had to fight
a fear of ghosts with a fascination to

Students take a walk and see city’s historical
haunts with downtown ghost tour, pg. 4
see one.”
Her intellectual fascination with
the paranormal eventually became
a desire to perform investigations
firsthand. In 1997, she started
conducting a f ew studies locally.
In 2000, she officially founded
Serving Paranormal Investigation
Reporting Information Through
Study—also known as S.P.I.R.I.T.S.
of St. Petersburg. Over the years
she built up a team of experienced
ghost hunters and paranormal connoisseurs. The organization now
gets 15 to 30 requests for investigations a year. Of several hundred
cases, there have been about 20 to
25 where Stark believes there is
enough evidence to constitute a
genuine haunting.
“Our mission is to treat both
the living and the dead with compassion, respect and calmness.
Our services are free. Of course we
always hope to prove the existence

of ghosts, but barring that we hope
to bring comfort to those who call
on us,” Stark said.
Investigations also provide an
opportunity to “meet new people,
research the history of the city
and possibly have a p aranormal
encounter,” Stark said.
The symptoms of a h aunting
are varied, but can include strange
dreams, shadowy manifestations,
moving objects, household pets
acting oddly, unexplainable sounds
and temperature fluctuations. The
S.P.I.R.I.T.S. team also encourages owners of potentially haunted
places to look into the past of their
buildings—especially when they
were built and who might have
lived and died there previously.
Paranormal research has become
more widespread in recent years,
but Stark believes S.P.I.R.I.T.S. of St.
Petersburg has a unique perspective
and a lot of experience compared to

others in the fi ld.
“I am an academic and studied
this from the perspective of culture,” she said. “My first thesis for
a religious studies graduate degree
was on the role of ghosts in ancient
Rome. I d id papers and presentations during my college years on
Greek, Egyptian and early Christian
concepts of ghosts. I a lso asked
older ghost hunters questions and
utilized them for advice. 		
“So, already from that perspective
the S.P.I.R.I.T.S. is diffe ent. Many
groups do not have an academic
background. I also readily state the
pseudoscientific aspect of paranormal investigations, which we try
to counter with methodology. I do
believe in a qualitative approach to
investigations, which allows for the
researcher to be the instrument and
asks for greater depth from investigation participants.”
Though they relish the thought
of discovering genuine hauntings,
the S.P.I.R.I.T.S. crew never exaggerates their findings.

See GHOST pg. 5
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Building traditions $5k at a time
News Briefs
Interim Regional Chancellor
Bill Hogarth secured a $ 120,000
loan from the USF Foundation to
furnish the Student Life Center
when it opens later this semester.
Previously, the building would have
opened by the end of the semester
but with only the portions funded
by activity and service fees furnished before January. Within the
past month, Student Government
President Mark Lombardi-Nelson
proposed the use of $55,000 to
equip sections to be occupied by
SG, Student Life, Leadership, Th
Crow’s Nest and the Harborside
Activities Board.
The Davis Lounge will eventually be converted into classroom
and office space and the studentcentric games tables, couches and
stand-up piano will be relocated
to the Coquina Club. Since Chickfil-A left the club at the end of the
spring 2012 semester, the room
has been used to host a v ariety of
events, including most recently, a
reading by “poetician” Caridad de
La Luz.
A brief discussion in the
Student Government General
Assembly touched on the relative
merits of various sized bronze
bull testicles. While shopping for
quotes to build a statue celebrating
the USF mascot, Student President
Mark Lombardi-Nelson said he
was urged by university officials
not to go too big, no matter how
anatomically correct.
The Regional Chancellor
Search Advisory Committee
approved a brochure introducing potential candidates to USF
St. Petersburg and providing a
framework for how the committee
will make its recommendation.
The boilerplate document says ideal
candidates will have shown “evidence of fund-raising and friendraising” and have “a reputation for
unquestioned personal integrity
and exemplary ethical principles.”
Surly and disreputable candidates
need not apply, apparently.

Correction: A story on page 1
of the Oct. 8 edition of The Crow’s
Nest incorrectly attributed a comment to lecturer Seth C. McKee.
The first sentence was intended as
a paraphrase, not a direct quote.

By Christopher Guinn
St af f Repor te r
Students seeking money for a special project through the President’s
Initiative Fund may want to look to
the event planners in the Harborside
Activities Board for advice. By presenting well-researched and achievable ideas, two HAB members will
see their proposals realized.
The
selection
committee
approved the rental of a mechanical
bull for the Homecoming Carnival
on Oct. 24. Think “Urban Cowboy,”
not “Wild, Wild West.” Anna Zapor
submitted the $1,106.38 proposal
and offe ed to organize and implement the attraction along with her
other duties as a H omecoming
organizer.
For sparkly vampires and those
who love them, the committee also
approved $1,740 to rent out a theater
at Baywalk for the opening night of
“Twilight.” Frank Mathis, the event
proposer, said it was geared toward
“anyone who likes ‘Twilight.’ Girls
mostly.”
The Harborside Activities Board
is a s pecial student organization
that plans most of the university’s
signature student events, including
the Homecoming Masquerade Ball.
During the inaugural meeting
of the five-person president’s committee, members debated feasibility, cost and potential attendance
before selecting the two winners.
Ultimately, the ideas backed by the
most research, including actual
price quotes, appealed to the committee members.
After more than two hours of

Members of the President’s Initiative Fund, clockwise from bottom left, Angelina Bruno,
Ren LaForme, Mark Lombardi-Nelson, Austin Piazza and Lauren Dakers, review proposals
during the inaugural meeting Oct. 12.

deliberation, the members individually selected their two favorite proposals. The homecoming
mechanical bull and a battle of the
bands proposed by USF SarasotaManatee Student President and
USFSP student Andrew Gould were
the initial selections. The concert,
with a proposed price tag of $5,000,
was shelved based on the amount
of uncertainty and lack of specific
costs.
An idea to create a b reakfast
cereal buff t and cartoon lounge,
proposed by members of the
Cartoon Club, had its fans but was
considered too much like an idea
for a club. There were also lingering
questions about the cost and difficulty of maintaining a food service,
which would have required consent from campus dining provider
Sodexo.

As the process is refined and
the first projects are launched, the
committee may be more willing
to go bigger, committee members
said.
The
$30,000
President’s
Initiative Fund was created from
a portion of unspent activity and
service fees from the last academic
year. The Senate approved the fund
during the summer session, giving
the student body president the
power to appoint four other members to the selection committee.
Student
President
Mark
Lombardi-Nelson said he wanted
a diverse group of knowledgeable
and campus-connected stakeholders to comprise the committee.
Standing members are Angelina
Bruno, a freshman and secretary
of the Entrepreneurship Club, Ren
LaForme, Editor-in-Chief of Th

Christopher Guinn/The Crow’s Nest

Crow’s Nest, Lauren Dakers, president of the Harborside Activities
Board and Austin Piazza from St.
Pete SociaBulls. Each member,
including Lombardi-Nelson, has an
equal vote.
Each month, the committee will
make available $5,000 for the purpose of special events, projects and
tradition-building. Remaining balances will roll over into the next
month. Applications not accepted
can be modifi d and re-submitted.
Contact Lombardi-Nelson at
mark7@mail.usf.edu for more
information on applying for the
grant.
news@crowsneststpete.com

Events planned for National Food Day
Wendy Joan Biddlecombe
St af f Wr it er
In honor of Food Day, SEAS and
the Garden Club will host a canned
food drive along Harborwalk and a
talk in Bayboro Garden.
Food Day is recognized across
the United States on Oct. 24 to
promote healthy, “real food” and
address hunger. Eckerd College
professor Kip Curtis, founder of
the Edible Peace Patch Project, will
speak on the importance of food
availability in urban communities.
The canned food drive will start
at 1 p.m. on Oct. 24.
Curtis’ talk will start at 4:30
p.m. in Bayboro Garden, located
behind the Piano Man Building, at
the corner of Seventh Avenue and
Third Street S. Local, organic food
will be served.
news@crowsneststpete.com

Wendy Joan Biddlecombe/The Crow’s Nest

Kayla Witeck and Luke Hoerner pick basil in Bayboro Garden, a community garden behind the Piano Man building
where students are welcome to participate. The Garden Club meets on Mondays and Thursdays from 5 to 6 p.m.
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Election 2012, Fla. House District 68: Notice: Admin
Candidates vie for open seat in St. Pete to make case
for USC budget
By Michael McClelland
Cr ow ’s Nest c o r r espo ndent

Frank Farkas and Dwight Dudley
are running to represent Florida
House of Representatives District
68, the newly-drawn district that
includes USF St. Petersburg. The
elected representative will serve as
the voice of both citizens and students in Tallahassee for the next
two years.
“Not many people get to be
personally aff cted by President
Obama or Governor Romney,” said
St. Petersburg City Councilmember
and USFSP Professor Steve Cornell,
“but the local level politicians, they
have a very real and direct eff ct on
the lives of their constituents.”
Since 2002, much of the new
house district was part of District
52. The incumbent representative,
Republican Jeff Brandes, is running
unopposed for a seat in the Florida

Senate to
represent St
Petersburg
“My
years
of
experience
as a l egislator will help
me make
the tough
Dwight Dudley
decisions
we face for funding our top priorities and help me solve the problems facing all Floridians,” Farkas
said. The chiropractor in practice
for over 30 years spent eight years
in the Florida House representing District 52, and spearheaded a
campaign for USFSP autonomy.
Farkas, along with Florida
Senators Jim Sebesta and Don
Sullivan, sponsored the 2001 joint
bill to grant USFSP control of its
own budget and finances. The
bill, signed into law in 2002, was a

compromise from the original plan
to sever USFSP from Tampa, creating a s eparate university within
the state system, as New College in
Sarasota and Florida Polytechnic in
Lakeland.
Dudley, who worked for eight
years as a p ublic defender in St.
Petersburg and spent another 16
years in private practice, also served
in the Florida House as a legislative
aid and analyst.
“There is a strong desire and need
for ethics reform in Tallahassee,”
said Dudley, who intends to clean
up the “corruption” if elected.
Dudley
has
accused
Farkas of being
a puppet for
special interest groups, and
criticized his
recent vote in
Frank Farkas

favor of Progress Energy to charge
customers to repair their plant, as
well as his support of a l arge telecommunications tax that seems to
benefit telecommunication companies. Farkas said Dudley has been
consistently late to pay his property
taxes, and scrutinized his work as
a defense attorney who represents
clients accused of murder, rape and
other offe ses.
The new Florida districts
were approved in March 2012.
Redistricting happens every 10
years and sets the boundaries of
voting districts based on population gains or losses, using data from
the U.S. Census.
news@crowsneststpete.com

WHAT: USC Budget Proposal
WHERE: USC Ballroom 3
WHEN: Oct. 17 at 3 p.m.

Students will have an opportunity to voice opinions about
University Student Center funding
at the weekly Student Government
General Assembly meeting
University administrators will
be making the case for a proposed
operational budget and continued
control of $13.80 per credit hour in
activity fees they claim is necessary
to fully fund operational and programming in the building.
Activity and service fees, the
potential source for the building’s
operational funding, can only be
expended with the consent of the
Student Government Association.
Since the fee was more than doubled in 2010, this is the first budget
presented to SG that accounts for
the additional revenue.

Sodexo survey asks
Reef diners for input
Continued from front page

To help students with other
dietary needs, the Reef uses a
system of symbols to indicate various food types—“V” for vegan,
“VG” for vegetarian and an apple
for well-balanced. These symbols
can be found on the menus.
Senior Kayla Bradford, a vegan,
finds it difficult to eat a balanced
meal at the Reef despite the salad
bar and array of vegetables offe ed.
Although there are many vegetarian options, she cannot eat many
of them because they are prepared
with butter or cheese, she said. And
even the vegan options do not seem
to settle well with her, giving her
stomach cramps after every meal.
In contrast with Bradford’s
grievances, Carly Shadduck, a
senior, said the Reef needs more
meat, stating that since beginning
the meal plan, she has never consumed so much tofu. Shadduck,
who usually eats two meals at the
Reef per day, said she experiences
stomach aches and bloating at least
once a day. Fried foods like chicken
tenders seem to settle the worst, she
said.
Because many students do not
eat all of their meals at the Reef,
Duran said, they could be contracting dietary issues elsewhere, adding
that due to the approaching rotavirus season, some students may be

experiencing stomach viruses.
The Reef follows all federal, state
and local guidelines when it comes
to storage, food temperature control, sanitation and the personal
hygiene and health of employees,
Duran said. It is currently preparing for an inspection by the
National Sanitation Foundation.
The University Student Center
began operations only days before
students moved in, leaving little
time for Reef employees to prepare.
Some of the original employees
were intimated by the high volume
of students coming in every day
and many of them quit, Duran said,
explaining that training new workers has been a difficult and time
consuming process.
“We’re only as good as our
employees,” Duran said, who is
working toward certifying all of the
Reef’s employees through ServSafe,
a food and beverage safety training program administered by the
National Restaurant Association.
The Reef encourages students
to take a c ustomer loyalty survey
online at vcil.cc/q7a325. Comments
can also be submitted directly to
the Reef’s website, usfspdining.
com/people/service.html.
news@crowsneststpete.com

Christopher Guinn/The Crow’s Nest

An Osprey stakes out the campus from its perch atop the emergency public address system in the parking lot along
Sixth Avenue S. Also known as sea hawks, Ospreys habitate near bodies of water and feed almost entirely on fish.
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Festival of Reading
will feature teachers,
journalists, students

The ‘good witch’ performs
passionate poetry about poverty

By Chelsea Tatham
St af f Repor te r

By Christina Quay
Cr ow ’s Nest Co r r espo ndent

The Tampa Bay Times Festival of
Reading is returning for its 20th
year and will feature 38 authors
along with booksellers and
exhibitors.
The festival will give book lovers
a chance to interact with authors,
discuss books and get them signed,
and shop at dozens of vender stations around campus.
Eliot Schrefer, author of the
young adult novel “Endangered”,
has recently been named as a finalist for the National Book Award for
young people’s literature. Schrefer, a
featured author this year, graduated
from Countryside High School.
The Festival of Reading is
expected to draw several thousand
people this year.
“I start receiving emails asking
for the festival date as early as
January, because fans want to save
the date,” said Colette Bancroft,
book editor for the Festival of
Reading.
Most of the attending authors
are invited each year and are
selected based on book releases and
their appeal to the local audience.
Applications are also accepted
from authors who wish to present
their books. The authors attending include teachers, journalists,
former students and even writers
whose books have been made into
films.
“Fostering literacy and strengthening our relationship with people
who love to read and learn is
essential for the Times,” Bancroft
said. “We also feel this free event
is a g reat way to give back to our
community.”
The Festival of Reading is Oct. 20
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on campus.
For a list of authors, books, and
book sellers see the festival website
at festivalofreading.com.

“It was love at first pipe, so she
made it her life. She was engaged
to addiction, and would die as its
wife.”
The small crowd was quiet as
Caridad de La Luz recited her poem
“I don’t want nobody to be like
Lola.” Applause erupted following
the conclusion.
Caridad de La Luz addressed
themes of poverty, heritage and
equality Oct. 10 in Coquina Club
at an event hosted by the Office of
Multicultural Affairs.
Known in the media as “La
Bruja,” De La Luz is a poet, actress
and activist. De La Luz prefers to

life@crowsneststpete.com

Classifieds
Help Wanted
Caregiver for elderly
woman on weekends.
Contact: Crawlle Hall
727-398-5891

call herself a “ poetician,” a p hrase
she coined herself.
“I help the community through
poetry,” De La Luz said.
Jovanna Guevara, coordinator of the Office of Multicultural
Affairs, said she hoped students
would not only benefit from the
performance, but also enjoy it.
“She’s an intriguing and powerful speaker who is proud of her heritage,” Guevara said. “With it being
Hispanic Heritage Month, and
especially with this political thing
going on, it’s about knowing that
everyone has a story; it just depends
on how you want it portrayed.”
Born in the South Bronx, La
Bruja made her debut in 1996.
She has performed on HBO’s “Def

was very energetic and she’s also a
great role model for young people
who are going through the same
struggles she went through.”
De La Luz ended her performance by encouraging others to
have their voices heard.
“Poetry is truly therapy,” De La
Luz said. “It comes from struggle
and pain, and wanting to be recognized. Don’t sleep on your own
magic.”
arts@crowsneststpete.com
Thomas Boyd/The Crow’s Nest

Poetry Jam,” and published an
album, book and DVD.
“The performance was great,”
said freshman Darren Lasso. “She

Downtown’s history of hauntings
By Kelly Rojas
and Ryan Ballogg
Cr ow ’s Nest Co r r espo ndent
and St af f R epo r t er
Students sat anxiously in front
of the University Student Center
building as the sun set on Oct. 8,
keen on the possibly of having a
paranormal experience. Just before
8 p.m., the participants were split
into two groups of 35 and set out
on a g host tour of downtown St.
Petersburg, an outing sponsored by
the Harborside Activities Board.
Guides dressed in period clothing and brandishing lanterns
explained the walking rules and
what the tour would primarily consist—ghostly tales.
“We pride ourselves on being
storytellers,” one guide said.
The roughly 75-minute tour
wove through the dark streets of St.
Petersburg and stopped at supposedly haunted locations along the
way. The guides explained the history of each location and connected
ghost stories to the city’s past.
The first stop was the old
Williams House on campus. John
C. Williams built the Queen Annestyle house for his wife in 1891.
It was originally located on Fifth
Avenue S. before the university had
it transferred to its current location at 511 Second St. S. Today it is
used as office and meeting space,

Thomas Boyd/The Crow’s Nest

Students on the Harborside Activities Board’s ghost tour cross the street to
visit the first stop, the Williams house. The tour included several other stops
including: The Detroit, the Ponce de Leon and the Museum of Fine Art.

though the Williams couple is said
to still linger in its halls. According
to the tour guide, staff members
with offices in the mansion have
reported objects rearranged overnight. Supposedly, they are often
found on the floor in the morning.
Other downtown spots with
ghostly histories are the Detroit
Hotel and the St. Petersburg Yacht
Club.
The HAB committee planned
the event in hopes of combining
education and excitement.
“When I was trying to think of
events to hold, I t hought back to
my freshman year when they had
the ghost tour and it was really
popular and the 50 spots filled up
really fast. All I heard were positive
things about the ghost tour after it
happened,” said HAB Stage Acts
Director Ana Zabor.
“We just thought that it would
be something entertaining for the

students here, even those who do
not necessarily believe in ghosts
but still want to participate in this
event,” said HAB Vice President
Solange Gorleku. “I believe in
ghosts,” she added.
“Yeah why not? ” said Zabor on
the subject. “I think it’s kind of fun
to believe in ghosts but also kind of
terrifying.”
On the tour, the guide encouraged the group to download ghost
hunting applications on their smart
phones. Several enthusiastic students downloaded the apps and
used them throughout the evening.
Some were a l ittle startled by the
“activity” they saw on their phones.
However, the scariest moment of
the tour occurred on the walk back
to the campus, when a student
popped out of the bushes in front of
the group as a joke.
The company that led the tour,
Ghost Tours of St. Petersburg, has

guided walks in Tampa and John’s
Pass as well. All three cities have
rich histories, and the years it takes
to accumulate lots and lots of dead
people — great ghost potential.
The excursions are meant to be
enjoyable for believers and nonbelievers alike. There is real history to be gleaned from the ghost
stories, and the walks provide a
unique social experience. Ghost
sightings are by no means guaranteed, though many who have taken
the tour claim to have witnessed
strange occurrences.
However, no one on the tour
reported seeing any apparitions
with their own eyes.
“It was very well presented,” said
Freshman Brittany Yingling, “I
learned some things about the city
that I did not know.” Sophomore
James Alvarez commented that
it was “very educational” and he
“learned a lot.”
Whether students believe in
ghosts or not, people often see what
they want to see. Dust particles or
orbs, otherworldly mist or fog, perception is what one makes of it.
For those who did not participate in the outing but are still
interested in taking a tour, tickets
can be purchased year-round at
ghosttours.com or in person at The
Hooker Tea Company on Beach
Drive. Tours leave at 8 p.m., nightly.
life@crowsneststpete.com
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Ghost seeker critical of others’ methods
Continued from front page

“We do not believe in hyping
what happens, nor do we endorse
the television shows,” Stark said.
“We do not see this as entertainment but as a form of community
service. We are secular and do not
believe in scaring people. We want
to empower home owners to deal
with the situation.”
Stark and her fellow investigators look for an “overlap of evidence” to verify a g enuine haunting. This involves finding multiple
symptoms of activity, and visiting
the same locations more than once
to compare results.
A general consensus has developed in the fi ld that there are several types of hauntings. In its brief
history, S.P.I.R.I.T.S. has handled
most of them.
“We have everything from residue haunting (memories trapped at
a location), family apparitions (we
get a lot of those), crisis apparitions
(trying to get a m essage through),
mild haunting and major haunting

Courtesy of Brandy Stark

This photograph was taken during an investigation of Haslam’s Book Store
on Central Ave., which is reportedly haunted by writer Jack Kerouac. “I taught
Jack Kerouac’s ‘On the Road’, so meeting his potential ghost was a delight,”
said Stark.

(rare),” Stark said.
Founded in 1888, St. Petersburg
is an older city— though not as old
as cities purported to be extremely
haunted like St. Augustine, Fla.,
Savannah, Ga. and New Orleans.

Thus Stark was surprised to see
just how many investigations
S.P.I.R.I.T.S. has gotten over the
years. There even seem to be clusters of concentrated activity within
St. Petersburg.

As a r elatively new area of
inquiry, paranormal investigation has garnered a lot of criticism.
Stark and her colleagues think this
is a good thing.
“I agree that this fi ld should
be criticized. We have done a t errible job of creating a form of legitimate study. Many people have
learned about investigation techniques from television, which I find
inappropriate. Television does not
depict a natural investigation and
often uses dramatic angles, lighting
and whispering to create tensions
in the viewers,” Stark said.
“There is little objectivity. Folks
go at this from a sense of religious
ideology, from folk lore, from
superstition. I disagree with the fear
mongering. We all must die and I
believe that it is healthier to respect
the dead, rule out natural phenomena and empower the living rather
than antagonize the dead.”
“There is no agreement on philosophies, techniques, ethics or ideologies” within the fi ld, Stark said.

“I do advise folks to have an open
mind but not one so open that the
brain falls out,” Stark said of the
paranormal. “Be skeptical. But
every now and again there is something that comes up that is hard to
explain; focus on that.”
Stark will give a t alk at St.
Petersburg College Gibbs Campus
on Thursday, Oct. 18 at 6 p .m.
regarding the history of Halloween,
death rituals and superstitions and
the signs of a haunting.
S.P.I.R.I.T.S. of St. Petersburg’s
website, spiritsofstpetersburg.com,
includes extensive documentation
of past investigations and applications for investigation requests.
life@crowsneststpete.com
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Mission Statement: The Crow’s Nest is
committed to providing its readers with
news relevant to the University of South
Florida St. Petersburg and its surrounding community. The Crow’s Nest abides
by the highest ethical standards and
focuses on s tories that help readers make
informed decisions on c urrent issues. We
take seriously the public’s trust in our news
reporting and strive to uphold the highest
standards of reporting as defined by the
Society of Professional Journalists.
The views expressed—both written
and graphic—in the opinion section of
The Crow’s Nest do not necessarily reflect
the views of the editorial board. Submit
letters to the editor to crowsnesteditor@
gmail.com. The Crow’s Nest reserves the
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A bounce house used to be the
bee’s knees of kids’ birthday bashes,
one that inflated young egos and
insured attendance of party guests.
But in the spirit of one-upping, a
business in Madeira Beach offe ed
parents and children of the Bay
area a party gimmick that couldn’t
be outdone: alligators for backyard
swimming pools.
Oh! How the parents were interested and the children overjoyed!
For $175, a h andler and a couple
of baby gators with mouths tapedshut would go to the home of the
birthday boy or girl and take a dip
as the ultimate party guest.
“I’m not afraid of alligators anymore,” a pool-soaked birthday girl
said in a Bay News 9 video. As she
talks about her previous fear of the
ridged reptiles, she swims with her
face inches away from a baby gator,
petting its belly like it’s a puppy.
The summer of gator pool parties was a short one, with the Florida
wildlife officials calling it off in
October after the service was profiled on Good Morning America.
With too many awful accidental
scenarios to play out, countless ‘itall-happened-so-fast’ possibilities
punctuated with gator teeth and
underlined with a t ail-whip, the
flukes aren’t the only problem here.
Children should be afraid of alligators, because they are alligators.

Getting comfortable with an animal
because they’re in your swimming
pool with its mouth taped-shut isn’t
educational; it’s artificial.
Also, there’s no way chlorine,
muriatic acid and algaecides is any
good for gator skin. Parents should
settle for throwing their kids
underwhelming parties and gators
should swim in the swamps.
-About 250 miles south to
Deerfi ld Beach, Fla., a 32-year old
man entered a c ontest at a r eptile
shop to win an ivory ball python
for his friend.
The ivory ball python gets its
name because of its color. Ball
pythons are called such because
when frightened, they curl into a
ball. Their eyes are dark blue with
red pupils. It’s easy to see why the
prize was desirable.
Is it worth eating as many cockroaches as you can in four minutes? Edward Archbold thought
so. Closing out an evening of worm
and cricket-eating, a bucket of discoid cockroaches was brought out
for the final round.
After swallowing dozens of the
2-inch long critters, Archbold was
declared the winner before throwing up and dying.
Finding someone willing to eat
cockroaches doesn’t seem usual,
but someone dying from eating

cockroaches is even more unusual.
Bug experts say roaches aren’t toxic,
but Archbold’s reaction could have
been an allergic one.
In America, eating bugs is on par
with eating shrimp heads, rare and
uncouth. But bugs are traditional
food in cultures of Asia, Africa and
Latin America.
Of course, eating an insect for
food is diffe ent than bolting them
in a gross-out competition. But the
conclusion for many readers following the story’s release was all too
easy: Serves him right. It doesn’t. A
32 year old lost his life, a friend lost
his outrageous pal and two little
girls lost their dad.
-The Bay’s Mystery Monkey has
been hard to miss, making appearances in Pasco County, Clearwater,
Tampa and south to the pink streets
in Pinellas Point.
The male macaque, believed
to be casted out of a c olony near
Ocala, has eluded Florida wildlife
officials since 2009. He’s also developed a s uper-animal resistance to
tranquilizer darts: they don’t aff ct
him.
Through the years, people have
called the Florida wildlife officials
to report monkey sightings. When
officials would ask for the location,
callers would refuse relaying the
macaque’s whereabouts. Officials

said callers wanted the monkey to
remain “free.”
Wildlife officials have been concerned about the likelihood of a
violent end for the macaque since
2009.
The monkey slowed his rambling ways about a year ago, settling
into a quiet neighborhood of Lake
Maggiore, about three miles from
the USFSP campus.
Residents in the neighborhood
have kept quiet about the monkey,
ensuring its safety from the public.
The Tampa Bay Times reported
the monkey sits neighbor’s windowsills and roofs, usually when
residents are inside preparing
dinner or eating meals together.
Wildlife officials and neighbors
believe the monkey does this as a
way of socializing. This monkey’s
search for a mate has been in vain,
and the monkey is lonely.
Last week, the macaque violently
attacked a woman in the neighborhood who was sitting outside. He
bit her twice on the back before she
threw him off and he scampered
away.
And now the stakes are higher
for nabbing the macaque and the
approach for the catch becomes
more extreme.
And humans continue setting
boundaries for the animal kingdom without setting their own.

SG contemplates bull statues by Elizabeth Malley
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Dillon was a
friend of mine
By Ren LaForme
St af f Col umnist
It’s hard to
pinpoint the
moment an
acquaintance
becomes
a friend.
Sometimes
a shared
experience is enough. Other times,
tragedy binds us together.
That’s how I realized Dillon was
one of my best friends.
I have no idea what kind of cat
he was. The shelter called him a
“domestic short hair,” the feline
equivalent of a m utt, but some of
his traits hinted at a m ore exotic
lineage.
At our apartment, he quickly

grew from a whiff of black fuzz into
a long, muscular prowler. From
head to tail, he was a b igger by a
third than most house cats.
He was ferociously intelligent.
When he got sick, we hid his pills
in treats designed to hide them,
but Dillon figured it out. We tried
pouring the powder from the pill
casings into his food, but he noticed
a tiny chunk and refused to eat it.
He learned how to use the pet door
much faster than our dog, taught
himself to open cupboard doors so
he could sleep in them and found
some of the zaniest hiding spots in
our apartment.
Dillon was loud. I a lways
assumed he had a b it of Siamese
in him for this reason. His meows
were wild. He’d keep going all
morning until we fed him, running

Six years out, I
still remember
those salad days
By Frank Kurtz
St af f Col umnist

Freshies,
rubes,
frosh,
kids, little
ones.
Freshman.
We were
all freshman once.
Ev ery
August or September, automobiles
queue at the entrances to dormitories countrywide. Teary-eyed parents turn their pride and joys out of
their supervision into the real world
to begin a new chapter in their lives.
It has been a w hile, six years
come to think of it, since that

humid August day when I said my
goodbyes to my parents at my dorm
room of Mu Hall at the University of
South Florida. I had no idea at that
moment that my travels in college
would take me to the Everglades,
Jacksonville, Miami, Tallahassee,
Gainesville (way too many memories that can’t be printed from the
county seat of Alachula County),
Pensacola, Frostproof, Bartow,
Sanford, Brooksville and numerous places in between within the
Sunshine State. South and North
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,
Mississippi and Louisiana once
you cross the St. Mary’s or Perdido
Rivers.
I didn’t know it was the beginning of a p arade of people who

quotes & notes
Quote of the week

“When I wake up in the morning, I have nothing to
do and I have all day to do it in, but when I go to bed
at night, I find that everything is only half done. I find
that the older I get, the less I know. It must have taken
real brains to be as dumb as I was.”
Marvin Pipkin, in a speech before the Florida
Engineering Society in Lakeland, 1958

back and forth between us and his
bowl and vocalizing.
He loved my girlfriend. He
would wait until she was brushing her teeth or fixing her hair in
the morning and then jump on the
bathroom counter to “hug” her. He
would put his front legs up on both
sides of her neck and sort of jump
into her arms and purr.
He didn’t like me as much
because I t eased him a b it, but we
had our moments. He played a game
where he would jump onto my desk
while I w as working. I w ould tell
him no and set him on the floor.
Damned if he wasn’t back up there
30 seconds later. If I blocked a way,
he’d come through another way. I
usually gave in and let him be.
We had a routine where I’d put
a blanket on my lap every night.
He’d hop up and knead it with
his big paws for a h alf hour or so.
Almost every night, the same thing.
He’d bite and claw and knead that
orange IKEA blanket like crazy.
He jumped up on the bed and
laid in my lap when he got sick a few
weeks ago. He didn’t do that much.

It was bittersweet. As I patted his
head, I noticed it fit perfectly into
the palm of my hand. That’s when
I realized he was a friend. A good
one.
Good friends are hard to come
by. You might not even realize you
have one. Sometimes they are enormous pains. They might tear up
your furniture, break expensive
glass decorations or claw up your
hands. Appreciate them anyway,
before it’s too late.
One night a w eek and a h alf
after he got sick and three trips to
the emergency room later, Dillon
seemed to perk up a bit. He walked
around the living room and then
sort of laid down near the door to
our porch and stared at me for a
bit, like he did when he triumphed
over my attempts to keep him off
my desk. I rubbed his back and told
him goodnight before I went to bed.
He was gone when I woke up.
We wrapped my friend in his
orange blanket when we took him
in for cremation. I like to think he
had it at the end.

would come into my life, the ones
that would leave; the things these
eyes have seen and the ground I
have traveled over have made me
into the person I a m today, and it
began that fateful August day.
It has been a t reat to watch the
newest generation of students go
about the growing process. I live in
RHO and have noticed the diffe ent
cliques of people that have formed
and continue to evolve and make
mistakes together; you never know
who you are going to run into while
doing laundry at two in the morning. You never know how it may
alter the course of your collegiate
career.
The sooner the new kids learn
that life is a game of give and take
paired with trial and error, the
better equipped they will be to deal
with the inevitable problems that
arise during their tenures as students. That test you bomb hopefully
gives you fuel to study for the next;
the time you puke your brains out
from being over-served will make
you volunteer to be the DD next
time; the time your ex tells you it’s
over, and you accept that it’s over;
the last time you played Risk, and

got trapped in Australia.
The one disappointment I h ave
with the fresh crop: they don’t utilize the quintessential quad table.
The legacy of this rite of passage
and center of campus life may have
been completely changed by the
smoking ban. There were countless
evenings when I found myself down
at the table solving the world’s and
our own problems while sitting
around facing each other “That 70’s
Show” style. Maybe the youth has
their own version of this that I am
unaware of.
Aside from that, I have hope for
the freshmen. Chances are, they
won’t recognize their campus when
their time here is done. I k now I
don’t recognize my alma mater,
for it has been hijacked (a story for
another day). Sometimes the frosh
can be frustrating, such as when
they admit they don’t know who
Paul Ryan or Rick Scott are (and
they don’t really care).
Hopefully they have learned
their lesson when it comes to being
a South Florida Bulls fan: root for
the bye weeks on account of we
can’t lose.
fkurtz@mail.usf.edu

rlaforme@mail.usf.edu

Throwback
Softer light
Before the invention of the white light bulb, people would either squinch their eyes
past the glare and sharp shadows cast by the incandescent bulb, or they’d acid-etch
the outside of it. This made the bulb much weaker, and cut its lifespan.
Marvin Pipkin, of Lakeland, Fla., invented a way around the broken bulbs and
blaze. Pipkin discovered that etching the inside of the bulb softened the light without weakening the lamp in 1925. By 1947, he discovered that frosting the inside of
the bulb with white silica was much more eff ctive, producing the soft white light
we know today.

First good
data, then
good choices
By Lauren Reilly
Guest Col umnist
Managing energy consumption in
a shared building with one energy
meter is like going to the gym without a w orkout plan. You’ll burn
calories running on the treadmill,
but if you don’t have a set plan, you
won’t get that desirable build in the
most eff ctive way.
It’s crucial to understand how
energy is used so you can expect
how much money will be spent on
it.
A current hot topic in Student
Government actually involves just
this: how do we use our energy and
how much money do we spend on
it?
It has been estimated that the
University Student Center (excluding the dorms) requires nearly $1
million for operating costs. The
building’s energy use is determined by a s ingle meter. So the
big question is, how do we know
how much energy is being utilized
for the ballroom, dining hall and
dorms? Where did this $1 million
operating budget come from if we
haven’t inspected where and how
we spend our energy?
We need to have sub-metering
so that we can determine where
the energy is being put to work.
Sub-metering determines energy
consumption from isolated locations. With sub-metering, we will
have a more accurate understanding of how energy is exerted in
such critical areas. Right now it’s a
vague estimate, a shot in the dark.
According
to
the
Environmental Protection Agency,
when people learn how much
energy they consume, they become
more self-aware of their energy
use. Then they become more likely
to innately decrease their energy
needs.
Once our buildings require less
energy to fulfill daily needs, we can
start applying renewable energy
sources such as solar panels. By
working toward renewable energy,
we will be able to use less of that
dirty energy and provide a bright
future for our USFSP students and
be leaders in our community. But
we need a meter-read first.
Lauren Reilly is a senior majoring in e nvironmental science and
policy and is the director of Student
Sustainability Initiatives.
lmreilly@mail.usf.edu
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Only coaching to
blame for lack of
discipline on field
By Mike Hopey
St af f Col umnist
In the midst of a o nce promising
season now circling the drain, the
eyes and ire of South Florida fans,
and even the Board of Trustees,
turns to the man charged with
leading a program that at one point
would not stop growing.
I f it was up to the masses today,
Skip Holtz would be out of a job.
Holtz has coached the Bulls to
just four conference wins in his
two and a h alf seasons in Tampa.
Last season, USF was not bowl eligible for the first time since 2005,
their first year in the Big East. And
Holtz has coached the team to a
15-16 record but more importantly
he seems unable to bring out the
potential of his star players.
The stats are there, the Bulls
haven’t been getting any better
under Holtz. But you don’t need
the numbers, you don’t even need
a keen eye for football. In the key
moments—the moments where
great coaching shines through—
the Bulls fall flat on their face.
There hasn’t been an instance
where the Bulls have avoided taking
a costly penalty or making a costly
turnover. The sort of things that
boil down to discipline and discipline, ultimately, comes down to
the coaches.
Coaches control everything
from Sunday to Saturday afternoon. Once the ball is kicked off the
work that they did in those six days
is measured in 60 minutes. The way
things are measuring out just isn’t
good enough.
At the end of the season someone could make a s trong case for
Holtz to keep his job and others
could make an equally strong argument that he should be gone. When
it comes to coaching, though, if you
have to start justifying why a coach
should keep his job, then you’ve
already lost the argument.

Rowdies battle back from weak
first half, secure advance to final
By Mike Hopey
St af f Repor te r
The Tampa Bay Rowdies got
themselves into an early 2-0 hole
but rallied to earn a 3-3 tie with the
Carolina RailHawks. The Rowdies
got goals from Shane Hill, Mike
Ambersley and Luke Mulholland
and advanced to the North
American Soccer League Finals 5-4
on aggregate.
“We have a l ot of heart on this
team,” Ambersley said. “It was a
battle from the first minute at their
place to the last here. The fans stuck
with us the whole time. I just want
to thank them for that”
After a s haky first 45 minutes
the Rowdies were lucky to only be
down a goal. After Ambersley was
taken down in the box, Hill capitalized by burying the penalty kick in
the back of the net.
“Good fortune for us,” said coach
Ricky Hill. “It gave us another fill
up and a lift to get back in and shift
the momentum.”
Hill told his players he believed
they could score more goals in the
second half. The Rowdies came out
in the second half inspired. They
generated quality tries with excellent movement of the ball.
The hard worked ultimately paid
off. Inside traffic in front of the net,
Ambersley tied the game at 2-2
wtth his second goal of the playoffs.
More importantly the goal dug the
Rowdies out of their hole and put
them back on top 4-3 on aggregate.
In the 84th minute Mulholland
put a rebound in the net to put the
Rowdies up 3-2. He celebrated by
diving over the barricades that line
the fi ld.
Tampa Bay had pressure
early but things quickly turned
in Carolina’s favor. Mulholland
rung a shot of the crossbar. The
RailHawks took the rebound and
streaked down the pitch catching
the Rowdies in defensive lull. Floyd

Courtesy of Matt May

Luke Mulholland takes a dive over the barricade surrounding the field after scoring a goal that put the Rowdies up
3-2. Mulholland says he got the inspiration for the dive from a documentary on former English footballer Ian Wright.

Franks put a s hot past Rowdies
goalkeeper Jeff ttinella.
Carolina went up two scores
with a goal from Ty Shipalane who
dribbled one past Attinella. Just 18
minutes into the game the Rowdies
found themselves in the exact situation that would prevent them from
moving to the NASL Finals.
“I was hoping that they would
regain their composure,” Hill said.
“We addressed it before the game.
If we did suffer some adversity that
we just don’t crumble. Bring ourselves together and ease back into
the game.”
The Rowdies defeated the
RailHawks 2-1 back on Oct. 6 i n
Cary, N.C. Ambersley and Daniel
Antoniuk scored in the win. The
pressure was on the RailHawks to
win on Saturday. Tampa Bay’s victory gave them two important road
goals and a 2-1 lead on aggregate.
For fans who don’t know; the
way a t wo-leg playoff series works
can be confusing. The total goals by
both teams are added up, and the
one with the most wins. If they are
tied after the two games then only
goals scored on the road will count.
If the teams are still tied then they
play two 15-minute overtimes and

hopey@mail.usf.edu

Follow The Crow’s
Nest sports page
on Twitter at

@crowsnestsports
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Shane Hill rips a penalty kick to cut the Carolina lead to 2-1. The Rowdies
were without usual penalty kick taker Takuya Yamada who left the game
with injury.

then penalty kicks if necessary.
Carolina would tie it up on
a penalty kick a c ouple minutes
later. Tampa Bay was whistled for
a handball inside the box. Nick
Zimmerman took the kick which
Attinella made contact with but
could not keep out of the net.
The Carolina goal would come
too late. The RailHawks had a
couple of free kicks in the final
minutes but their last shot of the

game weakly went wide of the goal.
The Rowdies advance to their
first NASL Finals and will play
the winner of the Minnesota-San
Antonio match that took place late
on Sunday night.

Louisville 45 Pitt 35 The 16th
ranked Cardinals trailed the
Panthers at halftime and exploded
for 21 points in the third quarter. Senorise Perry rushed for
four touchdowns and 101 yards.
Teddy Bridgewater threw for 304
yards and a touchdown. The Pitt
Panthers got a rushing touchdown
from Rushel Shell and a 4 1-yard
punt return for a touchdown. Tino
Suneri threw two touchdowns and
ran for another in the loss.

Temple 17 UConn 14 Th
Huskies jumped to a 14-0 lead in
the first quarter at home but could
not hold on. Chris Coyer found
Jalen Fitzpatrick for a 1 4-yard
touchdown with only 19 seconds remaining in regulation. In
overtime, the Huskies missed a
fi ld goal and the Owls Brandon
McManus connected on a 29-yard
attempt to give Temple a 2-0 record
in the Big East.

Syracuse 15 Rutgers 23
Both defenses found success on
Saturday. The Orange held Rutgers
to only 12 first downs in the game
and snapped Jawan Jamison’s season-long 100-plus rushing yard
streak. The Scarlet Knights gave up
356 passing yards to Ryan Nassib
but picked him off twice and held
Syracuse to 15 points. Nassib has
thrown an interception in every
game this season except for one and
has thrown multiple picks three
times.
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Fordham 17 Cincinnati 49 Th
Bearcats had no problem in their
fourth of five straight non-conference games. Cincinnati stayed
perfect with a b alanced attack of
262 passing yards and 210 rushing
yards. Four diffe ent backs rushed
for touchdowns in the win. The
Bearcats are 10th in the nation with
a 14.4 points allowed average.

